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ON THE EXISTENCE RESULT FOR AN ABSTRACT 
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

Jong Soo Jung

1. Introduction

Let X be a real Banach space with norm || and U(ZX be 
an open set.

The purpose of 난山 paper is to study the local existence 
xtfc丑後e af_ Benilan [2丄 for tte 
initial value problem
(E) 显警—AgmFSQ), O^t^T,

w(0)=wo,
where AcXxX is a m-accretive set, F is a mapping from 

C(0, T, Z7) into C(0, T：X) and u^DQA)nU.
Under different assumptions than ours, this problem has been 

studied in [1,6,7,91.
Section 2 is a preliminary part. In section. 3, we establish 

the exi으of integral solution of problem (E) in the case 
which (/+入4)게 is compact for all X>0 and F satisfies an 
appropriate bounded condition. Section 4 is devoted to the 
contiuation of solution and an example.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this pape호, X is a 호eal Ba표ach space with norm 
H II and X* is its dual space with the corresponding norm 
II ||*・ Let be the duality mapping, i. e.:
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(2.1) J(z)=M：*uX*： <9技：*〉=||出广=好*||*2}

for each zWX. For each(6,：y)UXxX, define
(2. 2) <y, e〉s = sup{〈：y,
We recall that the mapping〈,〉$:XxX—is upper semicon- 
tinuous. If AuXxX and euX, we denote by 4r= {:yGX:

D(々)= {zUX : &巧J©}, jRCA)= (J {Ax : x^. 
£)(A)} and \Ax\ =inf: y^Ax}. For each set DuX, T> 
represents the closure of D. For zUX and r> 0, we denote 
by B(g r) the closed ball with center x and radius r.

Definition 2・ L ([9]) A continuous function u： [0, T]—> 
Z)(A)nt> with u(O) = uo is called an integral solution of 
(E) if
(2『3) 豚2)-刘藉I混心)一却2

+2「50)(。) —y ")- 渤
J $

for all and O^s^t^T.
Let AdXxX be an m-accreative set and ?；X).
We recall that a function u：[0, TJ-^X is called a strong 

solution of the initial value problem
(2.4) 。쌐? + Az心)次), 0W 危7,

(2.5) u(O)=uo

if u is differentiable almost everywhere on [0, T], absolutely 
continuous and satisfies u(0) = uQ and u'Q)+&心)mfQ) almost 
everywhe호e on [0, TJ. It is well known that the initial value 
problem (2.4), (2.5) has a unique integral solution on [0,7、丄 

Every 응trong solution of (2.4), (2.5) is also an integral solu- 
tion of (2. 4),(2. 5) (see [1J [2]). Moreover, if u and v are 
two integral solution of (2. 4), (2.5) corresponding to 
fUL (0,7、；X) and gW乙'(0, T；X) respectively, then
(2.6) I"z)-m0)(|2mw(s)—p(s)[|2
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+2 j ： < 穴优)-g(©, ”0)- 次。)〉sde

for all OWs冬MT. From (2.6), we also have that

(2.7) Ik心)*p(s)||+ [i| 六。)一 g(0)|| 朋
“ s

fo호 all OWs堂W7L For the proof, see [1], [2].
It is well known that each m-accretive set ZlUXxX 

generates a nonlinear semigroup of contrctions S0)： 
DQA), strongly continuous at the origin (see [1], [5])・

Using (2. 7), we verify easily the following lemma (see also 
口 0]).

Lemma 2.1. Let u: [0, 71]—>D(A) be an integral solution 
of (2. 4), (2. 5),圮[0, sG(0, T\ h^R+ with £+砲[0, T]
and s—五U[0, 7"丄 Then, the following inequalities hold*-

(2 8) W(z)—zz0+Jz)]匡(砂知一%ii + { I成3이|£8
J 0

+ ^\\fQe+h)-fm\de 
Jo

and

(2. 9) I "s) - "(sT) 11W11S아I泓 一 z시 I + j：| |六。) I 网

+ ^WfQ0-h)-fm\d0. 
J h

The following lemma has been obtained by Brezi옹 [4丄
Lemma 2.2. Let AcXxX be a m-accretive set and J\ 

= (Z+X,/1)~1 for X>0. Then, for every zW£)(A), Z>0 and 
入〉0, we have the following inequality

(?.10) ||Z - J為이 I 冬 (1+스)—H'lkr-S(0)：피 I 曲,

and in particular

(2.11) \\x-Jtx\\^-4-\\\x-S^x\\de.
t o

Definition 2.2. A mapping F；CQ0,a；U^CQ0,a；X} is
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called LT-bounded if for each 7u(0,"门，peC(0,T；U、) and 
r>0, there exists guZ广(0, T\R^) such that
(2.12) ||F(u)a)[|^gG) " on [0,7匸
for all zzUC(0,Z；U) with ||zz(O~^(Oll = for

We conclude this Section with following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let F be LT-bounded and T^(0, a} Then, 

for ©WC(Q・ and r> 0, the following relations'.

(2.13) F(0)(s+盼II么=0, 0^t<T9

(2.14) 做口成(0)(s)-砲)(D"s=0 0<t^T, 
"•0+儿

hold： uniformly with respect to all u^C(G, T；L7) with 
WuQ^-vQtyW^r for OWS厂.

PROQE. Thi$_ frJl^rs Hirectly from Lebesque convergent 
theorem.

3. Existence

Theorem 3.1. Assume that
(CD X is a real Banach space and UuX is a given 

open set.
(Ci) AuXxX is a m-accretive set and QI+ XA)-1 is com

pact for all 人〉0
(C3) F：C(0, a；Z7)->C(0, a；X) is continuous and LT-bounded. 

Then, for each zz()UZ)(A)「lU, there exists Te(0,a] such 
that problem (E) has at least one integral solution on 
[0, Z丄

Remark 3.1. We note that in the case in which X is a 
real reflexive Banach space and F(u) is of bounded variation, 
where zzWC(0, a；U) is of bounded variation, the integral 
solution u provided by Theorem 3.1 is a str。교g solution (see 
CH [7]), as well as, in the case in which X is a real refle
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xive Banach space, zz is a weak solution (see [1]).
Proof, Let 们 U and choose T>0, r>0 and g

T:RJ) such that
(3.1) B(g)/)U或ZSU,
(3.2) I 成(物)0)11 冬g(Q e.onloTl
for all ^eC(0, T；L7) with ||z心)一z시|冬- for O^t^T and in 
addition,

(3.3) r g(s)』5+ \ |S(言)险一 2시] Mr 
J 0

fo호 all OM*冬 T・ F호。m「condition (C3) and continuity of S(t) 
at the origin, we can choose such constants T, r and 
gWZ厂(0, 丁1;RQ・ Now we set
(3.4) {zzGC(0? T；tZ)； w(OeB(z/0)r) for all O^t^T} 
and we deduce easily that K is nonempty, convex and closed 
in C(0, T；X\ Let v^K. Then, by Benilan^ existence and 
uniqueness theorem, the initial value problem
(3. 5; 虫싸? +如(z)部3)0), 0W 危 Z, 

at

(3.6) 彼(0) = %()

has a unique integral solution "U(7(0, Z：X). Therefore we 
define the operator Q:K-^C(09 T；X) by Qp = u, where u and 
v satisfy together (3・ 5), (3・ 6). Now let us observe that the 
problem (E) has at least one integral solution if and only if 
the operator Q has at least one fixed point. Thus it suffices 
to show the operator Q maps K into K and is completely 
continuous. To this end, we apply (2.7) to Qv and to the 
solution w of the problem

(3.7) 쓰을으丄十 血点)mo, 0冬坦 7,
at

(3.8) b(0) =為o
Since the integral solution of (3. 7), (3. 8) is expressed as
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(3.9) b0)=S0)審 o, 
we obtain from (2,7)

(3.10) |](S)0) — S(Mgo|M “成G，)(s)||ds.

Combining (3. 고0) with
(3.11) ||(S)S)t시匡 11(8)0) — S(0)如 | + 时。)向一妇|, 

we get from (3.2)
(3.12) I |(S)0) - 2시 IM J；g(s)Qs+ ] ]S0)gL z시 L 

which in view of (3. 3) implies
(3.13) ||(S)Q)-z시for all O^t^T

But (3.13) show that QKuK. It is easy to show that Q 
is continuous on K in the uniform convergence topology (see 
[9])・ To conclude that Q is completely continuous, we shall 
use-AscolPs theorem. Etrst we show that the family {Q寸：为 

U_K} is equicontinuous on [0, T]. Using Lemma 2.1, we get
(3.14) H(3)0) - (S)0+五川

hS0g()-z시 I + j：| 成(”)(s)| |ds

+ 口成G，)(s)-F(”)(s+Q||』s
J。

for each 0^f<T and Ji>0. From (3.2), we deduce
(3.15) ||(S)(Z) - @)0+物|

W||S(%)"o-“oH + j： g(s)』s

+ ”|F(p)(s)Tg)(s+從)"s.
J。

In a similar manner we get, for each 0<t^T and 0<h^t,
(3.16) 11(3心)—(S)d洲

W||S0)"o-g)ll + j： g(s)ds

+「IL能)(s)T3)(sT)| |』s. 
h

Considering (2.13) and (2.14) in Lemma 2. 3 and the contin
uity ©f the semigroup S0) at the origin, we obtain from 
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(3.15), (3.16) the equicontinuity of the family {Qu\v^K}. 
Next we show that for each 0苴t冬7] the set {(Qo)(M)：wUK} 
Is precompact in X. Obviously for Z = 0, the set above being 
a singleton (zz0} is precompact. Then, let 0<t^T and 0 <0 <t9 
v^K and consider the following initial value problem
(3.17) 虫須孚 +W(s)mO, t-O^s^t+e,

as

(3.18) p"d) = (0D(—).
Applying (2.7) to v6 and to Qv on [捉一0盘丄 we 흥E;

(3.19) 11(3)0)-^。)I 成0)(r)旧r.
'顷

From (3. 2) and (3.19), it follows that

(3. 20) 11(3)。)一廿(0)|| 冬 f g(r汕.
J t-S

Now by ths inequality (2一1£) af丄emma一£2一 we get
(3. 21) — 川

冬 (1+ 승) 으《11(3心)-")(3)(秋网.

Let us observe that
(3.22) H(@)0)—S(0)(3)(圳

MIKS质)—S0)(0，)0-。川

+1 |SQ9)(0，)(D - S0)(Qp)0)11
for all 0 <.0 <.t. In view of the equality
(3.23) S0)(S)(D=g)
we get from (3. 20) and (3. 23)
(3.24) 修 0)-阳)(新)(现

冬 ||Qp0)-廿0)H + HS0)(Q%，)。—0) — S(涉)(Qp)0)|I 
冬[g(7)心+||(07)。一。)一(07)(2)]].

J t-s
Using(3. 24), we get from(3. 21) for 人=馆(0,£),
(3.25) IKS)0)5(S)0)II

壬g(r)c/r + 4-「11(。松心一0)-(。初0시|c玖 
J i-x A 丿 0
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As family {Qvtv^K} is equicontinuous at each 0冬电 T, it 
follows that
(3.26) 11 (0QO 一 6) — (3)0)11W KO),
where eQh) is nondecreasing and e(A)—>0T. as 五一>0수.Thus from 
(3. 25) and (3. 26), we obtain

(3.27) 一J*(Qz，)0)l区4(g .g(r)心+ £(»).

Since JX = (Z+ xA)-i is compact by (C2) and {(07)0)mwK} 
is bounded for all 0京冬丁，we conclude from (3.27) that the 
set {(。尹)0) : v^K} is precompact in X for all
Therefore by Ascoli's theorem QK is relatively compact in 
C(0, 7；X), which complete the completely continuity of Q.

Finally, to prove Theorem 3. 고 we have only to mention 
that the operator Q satisfies the In^potheses of Schaud仁호's 
fixed point theorem, and thus Q has at least one fixed point 
uWK> which is an integral solution of the problem (E).

Corollary 3.1. Assume that X is a real finite dime
nsional Hilbert space, AdXxX is a m-accretive set and 
(C3) is satisfied. Then, for each u^DQA)C\U there exists 
T>0 such that the problem (E) has at least one strong 
solution on[0, T].

PROOF. As X is finite dimensional and AuXxX is a 
m-accretive set, it follows that the operator JX = (Z+XA)~x is 
compact for all X>0 and therefore we are in the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.1. Now we have to remark that in the case in 
which X is finite dimensional Hilbert space, each integral 
solution is a strong solution (see [3丁).

4. Continuation of solation, example

In this section, we shall give a result about the contin
uation of solution and an example which is an application of 
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our results.
Theorem 4.1.- Assume that (G), (G) and (G) are 

satisfied. Then, for each uQ^DQA)r\U. there exists an 
integral solution u of (E) defined on a maximal interval 
of existence [0,7"), where either Tmax = a or if Tmax<a, 
then ||z心)]]-능8 as t] Tmax.

Proof. Let uQt) be an integral solution of problem(E) on 
[0"J・ We extend "0) to the intervaI[0, ti + 82 with by 
defining

where w(0 is an integral solution of the problem
(4.1) 竺浮 + Aw(05F(w)G),

at

(4.2) 也 (0) 그*(爲). '

From Theorem 3.1, there exists an integral solution 鴨(£) on 
an interval of positive length S>0. Let [0, T^ax) be the 
maximal interval to which the integral solution u(0 of 
problem (E) can be extended. Now we shall prove that if 
Trnax<a9 them ||w(Z)||—>oo as t f Tmax. First we show that 
if Tniax<a, then lim sup ||熨。To this end, assume 

f 个丁 max
that if TmGX<a9 lim sup \ <oo. Then 바lere exists K〉。

such that for 0^t<TmaXi
(4.3) WuQOW^K.
and by our assumption on function F, there exists 
geL'CO, Twax；R+) such that
(4.4) \\F(_u')Qt')\\<gCt') a. e. on [0, TmaJ.
If 0<t<tf <Tmax, then we have from (2. 6) that
(4.5) I|“(F) — 冬外：f 似0)-sdQ

M2□成(心/) -心)I 國
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冬 4K《'이®+ |由心)I"

冬 4&||g||。。 (F—z)
乙(O,nax；%)

+ J； IA以(涉)| 朋］,

where (zz(£),：y)U4. From (4.5) we get I W0‘) 一化0)||—，0 as 
t\ t\Tmax Thus lim uQt) — u(JT^^) exists and by the first

* Emax
part of the proof, the solution u can be extended beyond 
7，ax, contradicting the maximality of 7-lmax< Therefore the 
assumption Tnax<a implies lim supH^COII=00- To complete 

*max
the proof, we show that ||u(^)||—»oo as Z f 匚….If it is false, 
then there exist K>0 and a sequence (tn} such that tn TmaX 
and for all 7z_and

(4.6) I"匕，) 一:이 Fmk.
We also deduce that
(4.7) 1 |F(u)(^) 11 +1 Ax^gQt') + M a. e. on Lt, Tma J
for some gU乙"(Q 7、&x；R+) and some M>0. Since t—>

—j;j| is continuous and lim supH"(M)|| = oo, there exists 
M「max

a sequence {hn} with the following properties： 五必一>0 a옹 n—>oo?
(4.8) W0) 一•끼］*+i
for ta-^t^tn+hnj and
(4.9) \\uQt„+htt-)-x\\2=K+l.

Then we have from (2. 6)

(4.10) K+1 = ||"(々+4z) — n||2

苴1出여")一시 f+2 ha <F(u)(0')-y, -x> 40

冬K+ 아*%I|FQ)(0) —Ml II기，(们-X\\d0

^A：+2VX+I(llgll 8 +AQ如，co,rmax：/?+)
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where (z,：y)Uz4. This give a contraction as n—>oo Thus we 
conclude that as t\ Tinay? which completes the
proof of Theorem 4. L

We note that each continuous function /: [0, <2] X(7 — 
generates a unique continuous function E：C(0,a；U)—> 
C(0, ”；X). Thus we obtain the following.

Corollary 4.1. Assume that (CO and (C2) are satis
fied and in addition that f- [0, co) x Uis cb continuous 
mapping. Assume further that
(4.11) ||不。,“)|匡长心)II 기 | + 瓦

for each 0, ”)U[O,。。)xU, where K^Lloc(fi, oo；2?) and 
K2^R. Then, for each 1知W万(瓦「1/ there exists an int
egral solution of (E) defined on the whole positize half 
axis.

Proof. From(4.11), it is easy to show that a function F 
generated by f is Z/°°-bounded, and hence, by Theorem 4・ 1, 
the Corollary follows.

Example 4.1. Let Q be a bounded open subset of RK 
with sufficiently smooth boundary 厂.Let W 1 (Q), Wo ' 
(Q), H"(Q) and H*(Q) stand for Sobolev spaces on Q・

We consider a nonlinear differential operato호 of the form

(4.12) /侦=S (一 1)七…，DW),
la| M彻

where z) are real functions defined on QxR and 
satisfy the following conditions：

(I) Aa are measurable x and continuous in z for all of.

There exist ?〉1, gjL (Q) Q~ —=1) and a positive co- 
q

nstant C such that
(4.13) 이이'-'+ g(z)) a.e. “UQ

(II) For any (:y,z)UR*xR‘" and for almost every zUQ,
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the following inequality holds:
(4.14) L (厶«32)-乱53，))(%,-3，.)그也( S \za-ya\2\

|ar| lai
where w>0.

We recall that the operator A'Wq'p (fl) 一)W'm, (Q) 

defined by

(4.15) (Aw, 77)= S f 43, z』)払…，Dmti)Davdx
[시 匡协 Jq

for jyUWi广"(Q), is monotone and demicontinuous and

(4.16) 忡이 +

(see El]).
Now we consider the nonlinear boundary value problem of 

主杯 parabolic type

(4.17) 票+ E (—1)叨00次,，服，...，DW)=f
OZ I 이 珈

with Dirichlet boundary conditions
(4.18) Z)%=0 on [0, T] xT for |이冬刀z—1 
and initial condition
(4.19) u(0, x)^u^x) on Q：

Theorem 4.2. Let H=I?(Q\ 卩=瓦飞@) and A： HJW) 
tH "(Q) be the nonlinear operator defined above. Let 
f - CO, oo) x H^H be a continuous function Then, for UqE^H^ 
there exists T>0 such that (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) has at 
least one integral solution on E0, T],

Proof. Let Aff be a operator defined by
(4.20) Ahu=Au

for 勿UQ(&D = {zzW卩Then AH is a m-accretive 
operator on H (see [1], [9]). Now let us remark that (4.17), 
(4.18), (4.19) can be rewritten in 난Le form
(4.21) "지:? ~+&Q)=*<0)0),
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(4・ 22) zz(O) = Uq9
where
(4.23)
Since AH is coercive by (II) and the inclusion mapping from 
V into H is completely continuous, we can show that 
QI+XAhY1 is compact for 為〉。.It is easy to see that for each 
T>0, F：C(0, T；H) is continuous. Since

zz(N))WH for any u^C(0, T :H), it is obvious that F is 
L^-bounded. Therefore by applying Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
the conclusion of Theorem. 4. 2.
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